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Abstract 
Silver, D.S., Growth rate of n-knots, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 217-230. 
We u&growth rates of group endomorphisms to define an invariant yK for any oriented spherical 
or disk n-knot K, provided its group has finitely generated commutator subgroup. In the s 
case of a fibered hyperbolic l-knot K, yK is the log UC the stretching factor of the pseudo-Anosov 
monodromy. We obtain results about satellite n-knots. We prove that there exist infinitely many 
distinct doubly slice fibered ribbon l-knots having the same prescribed Alexander polynomiai, 
and we give an example of a noninvertible fibered ribbon a-knot that satisfies Ruberman’s necessary 
conditions for a fibered even-dimensional knot to be invertible. Also, we present Miyazaki’s 
argument that y respects the partial ordering of ribbon concordance on the set of fibered l-knots. 
Keywords: n-knot, growth rate, satellite n-knot, doubly slice fibered knot, ribbon concordance. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M25, 57445. 
It is well known that many fibered hyperbolic knots in S3 can be distinguished 
by the ““stretching factors” of their pseudo-Anosov monodromies [5,X+]. This 
stretALIg factor A is a certain growth rate of the automorphism of the fundamental 
group of the fiber induced by the monodromy- information entirely contained in 
the knot group. 
Here we introduce the notion of (meridional asztomorphism j growth rate yK for 
oriented spherical or disk n-knots K, defined whenever the group of K, q(X( K)), 
has finitely generated commutator subgroup. We prove that YK is an oriented n-knot 
invariant, often sufficiently sensitive to distinguish n-knots having the same Abelian 
invariants. When K is a hyperbolic fibered l-knot, YK is just log h ; however, YK is 
defined for any fibered l-knot. (In fact, we will define yL for any fibered link E as 
well.) 
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Like A, the invariant yK is completely determined by zr&X( K)). Although compu- 
tation of yK is geneca$ly difficult, an algorithm now exists whenever the commutator 
subgroup n:( X( K )) is free and possesses an irreducible meridional automorphism 
[3]; in other cases useful estimates of yK often can be made. 
Basic definitions and lemmas concerning growth rates of group endomorphisms 
appear in Section 1. The invariant YK is defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we 
compute growth rates of satellite n-knots in terms of the growth rates of their 
patterns and companions, and we prove an estimate for growth rates of plumbed 
fibered links in S3. In Section 4 we extend the main result of [2] by proving that 
there exist infinitely many distinct doubly slice fibered ribbon I-knots having the 
same prescribed Alexander polynomial. Also, we give an example of a fibered ribbon 
2-knot that satisfies Ruberman‘s necessary conditions for invertibility [33] yet is not 
invertible. In Section 5 we present an argument due to Miyazaki that growth rates 
respect he ribbon concordance partial ordering on the set of all fibered l-knots [ 121. 
We work in the smooth category. The symbol = represents diffeomorphism. 
Whenever fundamental groups are considered, basepoint considerations are sur- 
pressed. The inverse of any group element g is denoted by either g-’ or $j. The 
symbol = denotes group isomorphism. 
I wish to thank Mladen Bestvina and Dale Rolfsen for several stimulating 
conversations and the Universities of Washington and British Columbia for their 
hospitality. 
1. Growth rates of group endomorphisms 
All groups in this section are finitely generated. If I’ = (g, , . . . , gr} is a set of 
generators for a group G, then we define the length of ge G, denoted by L,-(g), to 
be the length of a shortest word in the letters ~IJ f; that represents g. If + is an 




k~* k log Ll*(4ki&))= 
Fathi, Laudenbach and Poenaru [lo] have shown that y(4) is finite and does not 
depend on the particular choice of generators. 
Examples. (1) If G is free Abelian and A is a matrix representing 4, then y(4) = 
log AA where AA is the spectral radius of A. 
(2) If G is any group with generators g, , . . . , g, and 4 is an endomorphism of 
G, we can associate a nonnegative integer matrix A with (i, j) entry equal to the 
number of occurrences of gj” ’ in any word representing 4( gi). Then y( 4) s log AA. 
In general, y( 4) < log A A ; the difference represents in some sense the amOUnt Of 
cancellation that occurs in d;k(gi) as k tends toward infinity. 
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The following two lemmas are fundamental. They are proved in [lo]. 
Lemma 1.1. If qb is an etidomorphism of G, g E G and g4g: G + G is &fin& by 
k4~lW = g4(xkfor all xE G then ~(4) = y(g4gj. 
In particular, Lemma 1.1 implies that y is well defined on outer automorphisms 
of G. 
Lemma 1.2. If 4i is an endomorphism of Gi (i = I,2 j and p : G, + G2 is a surjectioe 
homomorphism such that ~4, = 42p, then ~(4, j Z= y( 4* j. 
Corollary 1.3. If t,b is an endomorphism of G and H,( 4 j is the induced homomorphism 
of H,(G) = GIG’, then Y(~P= Y(&WI. 
We will also use the following facts about invariant subgroups. 
Lemma 1.4. (i) If 4 is an endomorphism of a free product G, * G2 and 4( G,) c 
then Y(~PY(~IG$ Ifalso 4(G)= Gz, then y(4j=mady(4b,j, r(41& (Here 
G,, G2 are identijied with subgroups of G, * G2 in the usual way [25].) 
(ii) If 4 is an endomolphism of a free group F and H C= F is a finitely generated 
subgrkp such that 4(H) c H. then y(4) 3 ~(41~). 
Proof. (i) Choose r = r, u rz, where I-‘i is a set of generators for Gi (i = 1,2). By 
the normal form theorem for free products [25] no shortest length word in r u P 
representing an element of G, can contain elements of & u f;2. Hence, if 4( G1 ) c G, , 
then y( 4) 3 y( 41G,). The second statement now follows immediately. 
(ii) Let r be a basis for F and let r’ = { ul, . . . , u,} be a set of generators for H. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that uI , . . . , us are Nielsen reduced. Then 
by a key property of Nielson reduced subsets (see [25, Corollary 2.41) Lr ( 4k( Ui j) 2 
L&@k(Ui)j for all 1 S is s, k 2 1 Hence, y(4)> y(& j- . q 
The conclusion of Lemma 1.4(ii) does not extend to arbitrary groups. In fact, it 
can fail spectacularly: Let 4 be an automorphism of any group G. Embed G in the 
FINN extension G* = (G, t 1 tgt’= 4(g), g E G) and extend 4 to an automorphism 
@ of G* by mapping t-t. Since @k(g)=4k(gj= tkg tsk for each ge G, y(G)=0 
(regardless of yi+ j). 
Growth rates of group endomorphisms first arose in the study of topological 
entropy. Bowen [6] proved that whenever f: M + M is a continuous map of a 
com’pact, connected Riemannian manifold, its topological entropy h (f ) is bounded 
below by y( f# j, where fffe is the induced homomorphism of T,( Mj. (Katock, 
Manning and Shub also proved this.) If M is a closed, connected surface and f is 
a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism, then y( fg j = h( f j = log A, where A is the stretch- 
ing factor off [IO]. 
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It is not difficult to see that y( 4”) = ny( #) for any group endomorphism $ and 
positive integer n. If 4 is inveaaible, then y(@-I) need not be equal to y( 4). However, 
y(f;c) = y(f;‘) whenever j is a self homeomorphism of a compact, connected 
oriented surface. This is well known and follows from Thurston’s classification 
theorem [41]. (It can be seen immediately from [ 11, Lemma 21.) 
2. Growth rates of n-knots 
An oriented n-knot K is an oriented n-sphere in Sn+2 or an oriented proper n-disk 
in P2, n 3 1. (Ambient space has a fixed orientation.) Two oriented n-knots are 
equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism of ambient space that maps one n-knot 
to the other and preserves all orientations. An n-knot K is tritriul if it is equivalent 
to the standard Gented n-knot. The extetior of K means the closure X(K) of an 
open tubular neighborhood of K. 
For convenience we will shorten the notation P,( X(K)) to just v,(K). Whenever 
a meridional generator 4 is chosen, it is assumed that t carries a preferred orientation 
from K Conjugation by t (i.e., gwtg& g&rri(K)) restricts to an automorphism p, 
of the commutator subgroup 7ri( K). We call JL, a meridional utomorphism of P;(K). 
(A slightly more general definition of meridional automorphism appears in [17].) 
Since pt is clearly well defined up to inner automorphism of W;(K), the foliowing 
is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
Proposition 2.1. 1f K, , K2 are equivalent oriented n-knots with m:( Ki) finitely gener- 
ate4 then y(p,,) = y( p,J for any meridional generators t,, t2 of K, , K2, respectiuely. 
Whenever K is an oriented n-knot with m’,(K) finitely generated, we will call 
~(JL,) the (meridional automorphism) growth rate of K, denoted by y& By the 
proposition above yK is a well-defined oriented n-knot invariant. 
Example, An oriented n-knot K is fibered if X(K) admits a locally trivial fibration 
over S’. (We require that the fibration restricted to 8X(K) be standard when K = S” : 
the fibration restricted to D” x aD2 c aX( K) should be standard when K = D”.) By 
a Jibration of K we mean such a fibration of X(K). If K is fibered, then X(K) is 
diffeomorphic to the mapping torus M x [0, 1 ]/{ (x, 0) - (h(x), 1)) for some oriented 
(n + l)-manifold M with aM = K (called a $ber) and orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism h : M + M (called a monodromy). Now T:(K) = m,(M) is finitely 
generated, and using standard orientation conventions, h induces a meridional 
automorphism of m;(K). Hence yK = y(h,). 
It is well known that a l-knot K is fibered iff VI(K) is finitely generated. However, 
there exist nonfibered n-knots K, n > 1, such that a:(K) is also finitely generated. 
(For an example when n = 2 see [21]. When n 2 4 Farrell’s fibration theorem [9] 
can be used to obtain a criterion for an n-knot to be fibered.) 
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An oriented n-knot K is invertible if K is equivadent torK, where r is an orientation 
reversing diffeomorphism of K. If K is invertible and vi(K) is finitely generated, 
then clearly y(p,) = r(p y’). In Secti 3n 4 we will demonstrate that the difference is 
a nontrivial obstruction for invertibility of n-knots, n > 1. Of course, if n = 1, then 
y(p,) = y&r); consequently, (& is an invariant of any unoriented fibered l-knot 
K. (If, in addition, K is hyperbolic, then this invariant is the log of the stretching 
factor of the pseudo-Anosov monodromy.) For n > 1 the pair (y(p,), y(~~f)} is an 
invariant of unoriented n-knots. 
Although our emphasis is n-knots, a growth rate invariant can also be defined 
for certain links L of oriented n-manifolds in Sn+*: Let N denote the kernel of the 
homomorphism 7r1( S”+* - L)+Z obtained by mapping each meridional generator 
to 1. As for n-knots, conjugation in P,( Sn+* - L) by any meridional generator t
restricts to an automorphism cc, of N, well defined up to inner automorphism of 
N. Define yL to be y(p,). Growth rate invariants yc can also be defined for n-knot 
concordances C c Sn+* x [0, 11, provided that ni( S”+* x [0, l] - C) is finitely gener- 
ated. (See Section 5.) 
We conclude this section with a crude but useful estimate of yK. The proof follows 
immediately from Corollary 1.3 and basic facts about the first Alexander polynomial 
A,(K)(t) of K 116, p. 1111. 
Proposition 2.2. If K is an oriented n-knot with w:(K) finitely generated, then yK 2 
logmax((zlIA,(K)(z) =O}. 
3. Calculations for satellite n-knots; plumbed links 
Let K c S”+* be an oriented n-knot and ii= S* x D” a solid torus in S”+* 
(unknotted if n = 1) containing an n-knot fi. Assume that k is not contained in 
any (n+2)-ball of c Letf: ?+S”+* be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism 
mapping p onto a tubular neighborhood 6 of an oriented n-knot R c S”+*. (If 
n = 1) we require that _f maps a meridian sf S’ - ing p onto a longitude of i.) 
oriented n-knot K = f (& is called a satellite of R; k is the companion and g c f 
the pattern of K [34,35]. Let ? be a meridional generator of T,(R) represented by
a meridian of e Let t” be a meridional generator of rl( & represented by a loop 
in ? - K. We identify t” with a meridional generator t of m,(K) via J Let p denote 
the linking number of K and L 
Theorem 3.1. (i) If K c S3 is jibered, then both lf and &? are Jibered and p # 0. In 
this case, YK 2 max{yk, lpl-‘y& If i is isotopic in e to a torus knot in 8 p (so that 
K is a cable of R), then yK = lp~-‘y~. 
(ii) Let K c Sn+2, n > 1. fiers CT; (K) is finitely generated ifboth ?r#f) and T:(k j 
arefinitely generated andp # 0 (but not conversely). In this case, yK = max{ yk, p-‘~2) 
ifp>O and yK = maxiyE, IpI-‘rrd if c <O. 
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Proof. (i) Reversing the orientation of K, if necessary, we can assume without loss 
of generality that p 2 0. The first statement of (i) is proved in 17, pp. 59-611 where 
it is shown that whenever p > 0, a:( K ) is isomorphic to the following free product 
with amalgamation: 
Here & = 7&& h;* is the free group on L, &. . . , tP-‘fit-‘P-” where 1 is represen- 
ted by a meridian of S3 -int qV and is the extension of V:(W) by the normal 
closure in 1~,( G- R ) of A. The extension is finitely generated when K is fibered. 
For notation convenience, let G = w~( K ) and 6 = I& ). Assume that G’ is 
finitely generated. Then 7K #), where pI is the meridional automorphism of 
G’ defined by g++~& gE 6’ ce ? is a meridional generator 
for J.&‘) = eV and so for some g E X, which implies 
Lemma 1.1 and so yK ap-‘ye, using 
’ is a quotient of YK a Yb&) a 
ombining the above equalities, yK 3 
- fi fibers over S’ with periodic 
) = 0. In order to complete the 
for any XE d’, O< u<p. For this, note that p;(t’ktPv)=[& t”]t”~~(x)t~“[~, P]-’ 
and [& P]E It follows that 
1 
5 ; log Lf-(J,& f( i’jct-“)) 
6 max(O, yk} = YR. 
(ii) Kanenobu [20] has shown that ?ri( K) is isomorphic to the free product 
*i(R) * (& &* . . . * p-‘&-‘p-l)) 
if p>O,Aand it is isomorphic to R:(Z) * ( t-(p%rt(p+‘) * l l l * f&t * 6’) if p > 0 
where G = *,(I?). The calculation of yK now uses Lemma 1.4(i) and is similar to 
that above. 
Finally, we observe that ?r:( K) can be finitely generated when p = 0: Consider 
any satellite n-knot K with nontrivial k, I? such that w,(g) = H, n:( R> is finitely 
generated. By van Kampen’s theorem, _I ( K ) = W, ( I?), so rr; ( K ) is finitely generated, 
even when p = 0. 0 
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Remarks. (1) The proof of part (i) establishes that yK = max(y(&), I&‘YR}. The 
quantity y(p&) can be interpreted as follows: When K is fibered, 17 fibers in c 
(The fiber looks like the fiber of g c S3 with IpI holes.) If h denotes the monodromy, 
then Y(P&) = r(k& In general, Y(CCJ+ YES. 
(2) me reader is cautioned that Proposition 4.15 of [7] is incorrect. (The difficulty 
occurs on p. 61.) However, the calculations that we refer to in the proof of(i) are fine. 
(3) It is well knownthat A,(K)(t)=A,(&(t) l A,(k)(P) foranysatellite n-knot 
K with k, k, p (ZO) as above (see [7, p. 1181 for a proof when n = 1). In view of 
Proposition 2.2, the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 are better than one might expect. 
Connected sum is a special case of satellite construction. Since T:( K,# &) = 
v:( K,) * ?T{( &) for any n-knots Kt and &, we immediately obtain 
Corollary 3.2. Zf KI, K+ Sn+’ are n-knots, n 3 I, then w;( K2) is finitely gener- 
ated ifboth wi( K,), wi( K2) areefinitelygenerated. In this case ?Kt#Kz = maxi yK,, yh’?}. 
We recall from [42] that a graph man@ld is a compact connected 3-manifold 
that can be decomposed into Si-bundles over compact surfaces by splitting along 
disjoint tori in the interior. We will say that any l-knot K c s-’ is a graph knot if 
X(K) is a graph manifold. By 1391 this is equivalent o the condition that llK IlO, 
the Gromov invariant (or simplicol volume) of X(K), vanishes. Also, by [13] is 
a graph knot if and only if K is h the class generated by the trivial l-knot under 
the operations of connected sum and cabling; in particular, any graph knot is fibered. 
Corollary 3.3. Let K c S3 be any l-knot. Then K is a graph knot if and only if K is 
fibered and yK = 0. 
Proofa Any torus knot has trivial growth rate, since its monodromy induces an inner 
automorphism of the fundamental group of the fiber [7, p. 781. Consequently, if K 
is contained in the class generated by the trivial r-knot by connected sum and 
cabling, yK = 0 by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2. 
Conversely, suppose that K is a fibered i-knst with yK = 0. 
classification of surface automorphisms [41] the monodromy of K consists of 
irreducible periodic or pseudo-Anosov components. However, by Lemma 1.4(ii) no 
pseudo-Anosov component can occur, since otherwise 3/K > 0. It follows now by 
the results of [ 391 that II K Ilo = 0. q 
Plumbing is another construction of fibered n-knots in which the growth rates of 
the ingredients give information (although not as much) about the growth rate of 
the final product. We pursue results only for n = 1. However, using appropriate 
definitions ([23,24] for example), information for higher dimensional n-knots can 
also be obtained. 
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We recall the plumbing construction (or Murasugi sum construction [29]) follow- 
ing Morton [28]: Let L, , L2 be fibered links in S3 with fibers S, , S,, respectively. 
position S, so that it is entirely contained in the upper hemisphere B: c S3 and 
meets S* - aBt in a closed 2r-gon G such that r alternate dges of G form part of 
&. Likewise position SZ in the lower hemisphere B? c S3, intersecting S* in G such 
that the remaining r edges of G are part of L2. Assume that the orientations of S, 
and S, agree on G. Define S = S, u G S2. Then &S is an oriented fibered link, denoted 
by L1 a L2, with fiber % (Note that L, m L2 depends on more than L, and L,.) 
Theorem 3.4. If L, , L2 c S3 are fibered links, then yLIIL2  max( yL, , yL2}. 
Proof. Morton [28] has shown that the monodromy h : S+ S of L,W2 can be 
adjusted so that h = I& 0 &, where G; : S + S is the extention of the monodromy 
hi : Si * Si by the identity on S- Si. By van Kampen’s theorem rrr(S) = 
vl( S,) * q( S2), so we can choose a set r, u & of generators for r,(S) such that 
the elements of r’ generate mi (Si). If x E & and k is any positive integer, then hi(x) 
can be represented by a shortest-length word uluZ l l l u, such that each ui is a word 
alternately in r, u ri and &u rZ. As a consequence of the adjustments made on 
h, if we now delete those words ui in r2 u f;z, we obtain a word (not necessarily of 
shortest length) representing (h,):(x). Hence yLIII.=  y( h,) 2 y( (h,),) = yL, . 
Similarly, yLlmL2 a yL2. Cl 
Connected sum is a special case of plumbing for which the inequality of Theorem 
3.4 is, in fact, equality by Corollary 3.2. In general, yLlrLz > max{ yL, , yL2} since the 
monodromy h drags segments of curves in S, (respectively S,) over S2 (respectively 
St) preventing cancellations. For example, the figure-eight knot 4, can be obtained 
by plumbing two fibered Hopf links, yet y4, > 0 while the growth rate of each Hopf 
link is zero. 
Infinitely many doubly slice fibered ribbon knots with the same prescribed Alexander 
polynomial; an invertibility obstruction for n-knots 
An n-knot K c Sn+* is doubly slice if (S”+*, K) is the boundary of disk pairs 
(B n+3, Q), (B”+* , D2) such that D, ud D2 is a trivial (n + I)-knot in B”+3 ua B”+3 = 
S “+3. In this case, each of the disk pairs is said to be invertible. (The reader is 
cautioned that this adjective now has two different meanings: one for n-knots and 
one for disk pairs.) In [2] we proved that wheneverf( t) = a,+ a,? +- l l +adtd is a 
polynomial with integer coefficients such that J( 1) = *l and a& = *I, then there 
exists a doubly slice fibered ribbon knot K c S3 with Alexander polynomial 
f( t)f( t-l). (The h ypotheses on the form of the Alexander polynomial are well known 
to be necessary if K is doubly slice and fibered. For the definition of ribbon n-knot 
see [2].).The construction in [2] appeared to produce a plethora of such knots for 
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each f(t), but we were unable to establish that any of the “extra knots” were 
different. Using growth rates we can now do this. 
Theorem4.1. Letf(t) = a,+a,t+* l l + adt d be any polynomial with integer coeficients 
such that f (1) = *l and aQad = f 1. ‘T;here exist infinitely many distinct doubly slice 
fibered ribbon knots K c S3 with Alexander polynomial equal to f ( t)f ( t-‘) and having 
the same Selfert form. 
Proof. The result for d = 2 was proved in [ 181, so we will assume that d 3 3. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that f (t) has the form E + a, t +a l l + ad._l td-’ - t’, 
E = *l. For each integer r 3 0, define an automorphism #,. of the free group & with 
basis x1, . . . , xd as follows: 
if l<i<d, 
. . . 
Xd 
%-l[X TF, xr’]‘, if i = d. 
By [2] there exists an oriented fibered ribbon (disk) 2.knot D,. c B4 with fiber Er 
diffeomorphic to a standard handlebody t& S’ x D*c S3 and such that the mono- 
dromy induces @% on m,(E) = Fd- Moreover, it is proved in [2] that (B4, 0,) is 
invertible, SO al?, is a doubly slice fibered ribbon knot K, c a B4 = S3 with A!gxan&r 
polynomial f ( t)f ( t -‘). In fact, K, is ribbon as well (see [2]) I The fiber S, of K, can 
be identified with the closure of drZCr - B, where d is a small 2.disk in ac”,. Let & 
denote the aut,,,. -_ r_i_3___ nm~r&icm of 9=;f 6 \ ~nthtwwl br ri 1 \-r, LIIYYIVY UJ tk monodromy of Kr. Since a 
Seifert matrix for K, can be recovered from the Abelianized automorphism H,( 4,) 
[36], and H,( &) clearly does not depend on r, the knots K, all share a common 
Seifert form. 
TO see that infinitely many of the knots K, are distinct, consider the surjection 
j,: =,(S,) = 4(K) + T:( 0,) z F induced by the inclusion j : S3 - K, + B4- Dr. Since 
@+j% = j&,, it follows by Lemma 1.2 that yK, = y( 4,) 3 y( @J = ‘yDr. It suffices to 
show that lim y( ar) = 00. 
Represent Qr by a self map ,fii of a c&leaf tc;;e 2 ~i’oh vertex * and directed edges 
x1 9 . . . , xd in the usual way (i.e., map each edge according to the word !&(x~)). We 
adopt some terminology from [3]: A turn of R is an unordered pair of edge germs 
X*,X,,... , x& & ; a turn is nondegenerate if it is defined by distinct germs - 
otherwise it is degenerate. The map fr induces a self map Df, on the set of edge 
germs:If&=l,thenX,~X2c*~.*I--*Xd~X1;~1~~2~*.~~~~~~2,while 
if E= -1, then X,HX~H...HX~H~~~H~~~~~=*H~~HX~. The map Df, 
induces a self map Tf, on the set of turns of R. We will say that a turn is illegal 
(with respect o fr) if its image under some positive iterate of Tf, is degenerate - 
otherwise it is legal. An edge xi of R is legal if the image under fr of any small 
neighborhood of a point in f ,‘( *) n int( ei) determines a legal turn. Finally, fr is a 
train track map if every edge of is legal. (Equivalently, fr is a train track map if 
f ‘:, restricted to R - (*}, is locally injective for all k > 
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It is easy to check that when E = 1 the only illegal turn of R is (%, , xd}, and 
hencef,isatraintrackmapunlessa,=e •~=~~_2=0,u~_l=-1.1fa,== l =q.,__p 
0, ad-1 = - 1, then a small modification of Qzr will ensure that $r is a train track map: 
for example, replace our original choice of !#$ by 
if I < i < d, 
if i = d. 
Similarly, when E = - 1 the only illegal turn of R is {xi, %d}, and hence fr is a train 
track map Unless al=w l ==ad_2=0, &zd_l=1. If ai== g ‘=ad-2=0, ad_1=l, then 
the same modification of @r ensures that fr is a train track map: replace @, by 
if 1~ i < d, 
if i = d. 
Now y( &) can be computed as log A,, where A, is the spectral radius of the d x d 
matrix (a:‘), 482:’ =number of times f, maps edge xi over edge Xj in either direction 
[3]. Since the entries u!$’ are monotone in r with lim a$’ = 00 for at least one pair 
of indices ij, it follows from the Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnegative irreducible 
matrices that lim A, = 00. Hence lim A (Gr j = 00. Cl 
Remarks. (1) We suspect hat the values y K, are themselves trictly increasing. It 
would be interesting (but much harder) to calculate these precisely. 
(2) The techniques of 123 carry over to higher dimensions 1371, and the above 
argument can be used to show that there exist infinitely many doubly slice fibered 
n-knots, n 2 2, with the same prescribed first Alexander polynomial. 
In 1331 Ruberman described an invertibility obstruction for fibered 2k-knots 
K c S=+2, strengthening that of [ 151: Let &% denote a capped off fiber of K (i.e., 
fiber 1.~~ DZk+’ ). The monodromy h of K extends over fi via the identity map, and 
induces an automorphism h, of H,(fi). We regard K&i& as a module over 
A = Z[ f, f] in the usual way by defining fx to be h,(x), x E H,(k). If K is invertible, 
then there exists a A-antiautomorphism @ of H,(fi) (i.e., O( tx j = B(X)) such that 
(i) A(Ox, @y) = -A(x,y) and (ii) a(& x) = -a(& x 0 0) for all characters 
x: H,( fi) + & Here A denotes the torsion linking form on fi, A : T&) x 
T 2,-i_,<k) +4/Z, and a(&?,, x) is a Casson-Gordon type invariant. We now use 
growth rates to describe a doubly slice fibered ribbon &knot K c S4 that satisfies 
(i) and (ii) but is nat invertible. 
Using [2] again, we can find an oriented fibered ribbon disk 2-knot DC B4 with 
fiber Z = h4 S’ x D2 and monodromy inducing the automorphism @ : x1 - x2, 
x2-x3, x3 :-+ x4, x4w X,x$4& on V,(E) z F4. Let K be the double of D. Then K 
is an oriented fibered ribbon 2-knot (in fact, doubly slice [22]) in B4 ud B4 = S4 
with capped off fiber A? = b4 S’ x S2 and monodromy also inducing @ on al(&) = 
n,(s). It is easy to check that &(A%) = &(A?) = A/( t - l), H,(6) = H,(i) = 
A/(t4+f3-31*+f+l). The polynomials t-l and t4+t3-3t2+f+1 are symmetric 
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up to multiplication by units in A, so the map t-i extends to a A-antiautomorphism 
0 of &.(I@. Since H.J& has no B-torsion, condition (i) is trivially satisfied. 
Also, since I6 bounds b4 S’ x D3 which has no signatures, condition (ii) holds. 
The 2-knot K is (-) amphiceiral (see [ 171) by a 180” rotation in M4. However, 
K is not invertible: As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 it is not difficult to check that 
the standard representation of @ by a self map of a 4-leaf rose is a train track map, 
and hence y( @) = log AA where 
lo 
A= i 1 





0  1 4 
On the other hand, the standard representative of @-’ : xl I+ xif3&24, x2 r--) x1, 
x3 -x2, x4 I+ x3, is not a train track map, since the image of edge x1 contains illegal 
turns {X2, x2}, {X3, x1}. As a consequence of f3, Theorem I .4) y( W’) is strictly 
less than the upper bound log As, where 
1100 
B= i 3 0 1 0 I 10 1. 0 4 0 0’0 
Since A and B have the same characteristic polynomial, yrK = y( @-‘) < log AB = 
log hA = y( @) = yK. Hence K # r& and so K is not invertible. 
5. Ribbon concordance and gmwth _rates 
A concordance C c S3 x I between 1 -knots Ki c S3 x (i} ii = 0,l) is called a ribbon 
concwdance (from K, to K,) if the restriction to C of the projection S3 x I + I is 
a P.lorse function with no local nraxirlrla. In this case we write K1 2 &. The relztion 
3 is clearly reflexive and transitive. Gordon [ 121 has shown that 2 is a partial 
ordering on the set of all transfinitely nilpotent l-knots, a set that includes all fibered 
1 -knots. 
Throughout his section Y denotes a ribbon concordance xterior (i.e., the closure 
of S3XI-nbd(C)) and G= nI( Y). Also Xi denotes the exterior of Ki c S3 X {i} 
and *Gi = mi(Xi). The ribbon concordance is fibered if Y admits a locally trivial 
fibration over S’, restricting to the trivial fibration of S’ x alI* x I c a Y. Any such 
fibration restricts to fibrations of Ki ; in fact, the fiber M of C (defined as for fibered 
n-knots) contains a fiber Si = M n S3 x (i} for Kia 
If C is a fibered ribbon concordance from K1 to K0 with fiber M, then standard 
3-manifold techniques how that is the connected sum of a handlebody (i.e., 
B3 v 1 -handles) and a ‘homotopy 3-sphere, In perticular, v,( > d’i ?a mm 
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inclusion maps induce a surjection T, (S,) + w,(M) and an injection rrl(So) + ml(M) 
(see [ 12]), it follows immediately from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4(ii) that yKI 2 y&. 
Recently Katura Miyazaki observed that we can drop the hypothesis that C is fibered: 
Theorem 5.1 [27]. ket K0 and K1 be #bered 1 -knots. If K, a KO, then y& 3 yKo. 
Proof. Let 9 denote the infinite cyclic cover of Y. Note that a ?= S x R, where 
S = Sow C u S1. We will identify S with S x (0)~ ai? It follows by [26, Assertion 
91 that (F, S) is a -duality pair of dimension 3, in the sense of [8]. Hence by [8] 
there exist disjoint simple loops ul, . . . , u,,, in S such that the normal closure of 
their free homotopy classes is kerc?r,(S) + v,( Y)/rr,( ?>,I. (Here m,( Y), denotes 
the intersection of all kth dimension subgroups of V,(Y) over d9, and the 
homomorphism isinduced by inclusion.) Since P,(S) + m,( ?) is surjective, it follows 
as in [8,pp. 129-1301 that uI,. . . , u, contain n homologically independent mem- 
bers, n = f rank H,(S). 
Let T denote the compression body S x I u 2-handles u 3-handles, where the 
IL-handles are attached along the loops tli in S x (1) and there is one 3-handle for 
each of the resulting 2-sphere components of a( S x I u 2-handles) - S x (0). The 
monodromies of K0 and K1 extend over S via the identity map on C; extend further 
to a diffeomorphism h : T+ T using Lemma 5.2 of [8]. Since the inclusion map 
S, + T induces a surjection c f fundamental groups, y& 2 y( h, ) by Lemma 1.2. On 
the other hand, the inclusion map S,+ T must induce an injection of fundamental 
groups by standard 3-manifold techniques (using the Loop Theorem and Theorem 
10.2 of [ 141, for example). Since T is a handlebody, P,( T) is free and so y( h,) 3 yKo 
by Lemma 1.4(ii). Hence y& 3 yKo. 0 
The above result should be compared with Question 6.4 of [ 121: For any l-knots 
K0 and K,, does K, 3 K0 imply 11 K, llOa (I K&? (Here IIKi 110 denotes the Gromov 
invariant of X( Ki).) 
The next corollary follows immediately using Lemma 3.3. 
Corollary 5.2. Let K0 and K, beBbered l-knots. If K, is a graph knot and K1 a K,-,, 
then K0 is also a graph knot. 
Remark. Miyazaki informs me that he previously established this result using 
diff krent techniques [ 271. 
If C is any ribbon concordance from K1 to K0 such that K1 is fibered and G’ is 
free, then K0 must also be fibered (since Gb is a subgroup of G’) and yK, 2 yh by 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4(ii). We propose the following. 
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Conjecture. Let C be a ribbon concordmce fiotn K1 to KO. Zf K, is fibered, then G’ 
is free. (Hence KO is $bered and YK, 2 yKo.) 
This conjecture is true if C has exactly one saddle point, using results of Rapaport 
[32,38]. The general conjecture would follow if an open conjecture of 1323 concem- 
ing “knot-like groups” were true. 
Establishing the above conjecture would yield a bonus - using a theorem of 
Cockcroft [l] it would show that Y is aspherical. Gordon has conjectured in 1123 
that the exterior of any ribbon concordance is aspherical. 
Theorem 5.3. Let C be a ribbon concordance from a fibered 1 -knot K1 to any 1 -knot 
K,,. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) G’ is finitely related and cd G, the cohomological dimension of G, is ~2. 
(B) G’ is free. 
(C) G’ is residually nilpotent. 
Remark. In (A) “finitely related” can be replaced by the possibly weaker “almost 
finitely related” [4]. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Since the inclusion map X, + Y induces a surjection Gi + G’ 
and G: is finitely generated, G’ is also finitely generated. If in addition G’ is finitely 
related and cd G s 2, then by [4, Theorem B] G’ is free. Thus (A) implies (B). 
Clearly (B) implies (C). 
Assume that G’ is residually nilpotent. Then G contains no nontrivial perfect 
subgroup, and by [l] cd G s 2. By [3 13 HI ( G’) is torsion free, and by [ 121 H2( G’) = 0. 
Consequently, the quotients of successive terms of the lower central series of G’ 
are torsion free [40]. By Theorem 1.5 of [3O] G: is trivial. Now by [8] the kernel 
of Gi + G’ is the normal closure of a finite number of elements. (In fact, a set of 
normal generators can be represented by disjoint simple loops in a fiber of K, .) 
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